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A system A,, . . . , A,,, of subsets of X := (1,. . . , n} is called a separating system if for any 
two distinct elements of X there is a set Ai (1 G i em) that contains exactly one of the two 
elements. We investigate separating systems where each set Ai has at most k elements and we 
are looking for minimal separating systems, that means separating systems with the least 
number of subsets. We call this least number m(n, k). Katona has proved good bounds on 
m(n, k) but his proof is very complicated. We give a shorter and easier proof. In doing so we 
slightly improve the upper bound of Katona. 
1. Hntrohtion 
We call a syskm Al, . . . , A, of subsets of X : = { 1, . . . , n} a separating system 
if the system separates any two elements of X, that means if for any two distinct 
elements of X there is a set A, (1 s i c m) that contains exactly one of the two 
elements. Let m(n, k) be the minimal m such that a separating system 
A 1, . , , , A, exists where all A, (1 s i G m) have at most k elements. We try to 
estimate m(kt, k), 
First of all we discuss an equivalent problem. Somebody chooses an element 
x E X and we have to seek for this unknown x by asking a sequence of questions: 
XGA,?,~.,, x E A, 3 A strategy is a sequence of questions. It is successful if the 
answers are tllways uafcient to identify the unknown x, Obviously 8~ strategy ia 
suecesasful i f A i, , 8 1 9 A, ia a ~eptlrarting Bydltsrn, Thstx~fore m(n, k) is also the 
least number tti such that HI queetiens for sets of at msert k elementa re euffleient 
system. Let p be the uniform probability dieltribution  
we have to seek for is now chosen by chance., Let Yi 
which takes the values 1 or 0 according as the unknown 
A, or not, 
Since the entropy function 
H*(q) t= -qIogq-(1-q)log(l-q) 
X The &+nwrat x xsrhkh 
be the random variable 
element isan element of 
is increasing for q E [0, f] and since k < [n/2J the entropy of Yi 
H( Yi) = H*(]Ai I/n) e H*(kln). 
0n the other side the vector ( Y1, . . . , Y,) takes vz distinct values because 
A f 9 , . l , A,,, is I? separating system. Therefore H( Y,, . . . , Y,) = log n. It is well. 
known (see any book about information theory) that 
We can conclude that 
log n s m(n, k)H*(kin). 
Now we can deduce tne lower bound by an easy calculation, 
3, A dmple proof for a new upper bound 
Thorem. 
ft is very easy to see that his upper bound is slightly better than the upper bound 
of Katona. This upper bound is close 80 m (n, k) since the quotient of this upper 
bound and the lower bound of Katoqa is if k e n/2 less than 2( 1 + log e) and 
therefore iess than 5. In the remainder of this paper we shall prove the theorem, 
We observe that our prooff fs much shorter than Katona’s proof for his upper 
bWJnaZ. 
We will describe an inductive procedure for choosing a collection of questions. 
We assume that the collection obtained so far partitions X into fewer than n sets 
X 1, . . , , XI where all sets are either of size [~~/rl or [n/r1 - 1. Additionally we 
assume that the larger sets are first. We will define a collection of [n/k1 - 1 
additional questions which will partition the set into a greater number of sets, 
Those sets will again have the property that the size of one set is at most by 1 
larger than the size of another set. 
Our current partition X1, . . . , X, will be represented by an I x IX&matrix M. 
The ith row of this matrix contains the elements of X, in Ita first IX, 1 entries. The 
last IX,1 - IXi I entries are empty. By our assumption about the partition only the 
last entries of the last column are empty. At the beginning of our process the 
partition of X is X and the appropriate matrix is the 1 x n-matrix (1, . . . , n). 
We now define an ordering on the entries of M. m,, precedes rn,,,, iff j < j’ or 
j = j’ and i < i’. So we run through the matrix by running in turn through all 
columns from the top to the bottom. 
We now assume that our strategy isn’t successful yet. Therefore [H/II > 1. We 
define the next [n/k1 - 1 questions of our strategy. The sets for whi(ch we shall ask 
should partition each of the sets XI, . , , , X, to as many subsets as possible. Either 
the strategy with the additional rnlkl - 1 questions i successful or we can go the 
same way to define another [n/&l - 1 questions. 
At first we partition X to [N/&J disjoint sets B1, e s , , B fnlkl where all sets are 
either of size 
The first Y I := II -(k*- l)[~~/kl setrr will have k# elements and the 
62 := k*[nlkl - II sets will have k * - I. elements, It is easy to show thiit 
r1 +ra= PW, r&*tr2(k*-l)=n and 0 
since 
(P- l)[nlkl 
other 
I3, will contain the first k* elements of M (relative to the ordering above), Bz 
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